
 

 

Minutes of the planning committee meeting 

held at 18:00 on 21st September 2016 in the Elsted Inn 

Present: Mr K Tregunna, Mr J Daborn, Mr D Dawtry In attendance: Mr N Ryder (clerk); one member of the public 

1. Appointment of meeting chairman: Keith Tregunna was elected chairman of the meeting 
2. Apologies: None 
3. Minutes of last meeting (6th September 2016): agreed and signed 
4. Disclosure of members interests: none (the clerk disclosed that he lives next door to the house involved in the 

complaint at item 7 below but has no vote on the committee and was not involved in the complaint). 
5. Planning application SDNP/16/02418/HOUS 

a. Address: Tuxleith Chithurst Lane Chithurst GU31 5ET 

b. Proposal: Revised application for refurbishment and alterations of the main building and erection of annexe 

c. Decision: Previous objections from neighbours mostly addresses satisfactorily; however, committee voted 

unanimously to repeat its former objections regarding lack of bat survey and archaeological investigation; 

and to underline its previous objection regarding foul water provisions in light of new “surface water and 

foul drainage supplementary planning requirements” adopted by CDC on 20 September 2016. 

6. Planning application SDNP/16/04456/TCA   (Keepers Arms, Terwick Lane) 
a. Proposal: Notification of intention to reduce height by up to 50% on Leyland Cypress hedges 

b. Decision: No objection 

7. Complaint made to a member of the committee about the track off the A272 opposite Chithurst Lane:  
a. Address: access track alongside Cocksparrow Hall on corner of A272 opposite Chithurst Lane  

b. Issue: Committee meeting on 6th September had given owner of Cocksparrow Hall 2 weeks to clear rubble 

and soil on shared access track to satisfy complainant. Complainant had not withdrawn complaint and had 

pointed out that their complaint had also been about owner raising level of verge so that it obscures 

warning bollards and blocks vision along the main road, thus endangering drivers on the main road and 

exiting the track. 

c. Decision: Clerk to pass complaints to CDC / WSCC and leave them to deal with them. 

8. Consultation on proposed traffic Order TRO/CHN1603:   
a. Proposal: Extension of 40mph speed limit on A286 in Fernhurst 

b. Decision: Does not significantly affect parish 

9. Farnborough Airport consultation on proposed changes to flight paths and airspace. 
a. Proposal: Farnborough proposes to replace the current, broad air traffic routes for Southerly arrivals and 

departures with a narrow corridor just West of Midhurst (ie extending across our parish) – although it 

claims the changes will allow it to keep aircraft higher over this area. 

b. Discussion: the clerk (who has flying and air traffic experience) had attended the public meeting in 

Midhurst the previous evening and made a series of suggestions (see appendix) 

c. Decision: It was unanimously agreed that the clerk would action all of his proposals, adding in any relevant 

points from the Midhurst response to the consultation. 

10. Next meeting: To be decided depending on planning applications



 

 

Appendix: Clerk’s notes on Farnborough consultation 

Background: TAG took over the management of the airport in 1991 and bought the freehold in 2007. It operates (under 

planning permission from Rushmoor council) as a pure business aviation airfield – ie catering for corporate and private 

business aircraft, with scheduled flights prohibited. It was originally allowed 23,000 movements (ie take-offs and 

landings) per annum, and applied to increase this to 50,000 in 2009. The council refused the increase but the sec of 

state upheld TAG’s appeal in 2011, although TAG says its growth has slowed and it currently at about the original limit. 

Air traffic control (airfield and local area) is provided under contract by NATS (now privatised but previously Nat Air 

Traffic Service), who are handling the application for airspace changes. 

Current flights over the SDNP:  Aircraft coming in and out of Farnborough via the South (~60% of its annual movements) 

have, up to now, mainly used 3 routes over the SDNP: 

-         a primary route 10 miles either side of a line from Lodsworth to Haslemere (about 60% of the southerly traffic) 

-         a medium route 10 miles either side of a line from us to Liphook (about 20%) 

-         a minor route just West of the A3 

Air traffic has averaged about 1.1 per hour on weekdays (but up to 8 or 9 in busy times) and 0.7 per hour at weekends 

for a total of about 5,200 flights per year. However, they would have been widely dispersed over the three wide 

“corridors”. Most of the traffic would have crossed the A272 at about 4-5,000 ft but NATS says Farnborough traffic was 

sometimes (2-3 times a day) told to drop below the London Air Traffic Zone (ATZ) to avoid Gatwick traffic – so these 

flights could easily have levelled out at 2-3,000 ft over us. As this is uncontrolled airspace (pilots not required to be 

under air traffic control), Farnborough sometimes had to make its traffic change route to avoid light aircraft, increasing 

their time over the SDNP as well as the noise and fuel consumption.   

 The Farnborough proposal: NATS says it wants to: 

-         extend the controlled airspace down to 3,500 ft, so that any aircraft above that are under its air traffic control – 

improving safety and efficiency 

-         narrow its air corridors to follow current government policy, which favours focus rather than dispersion – ie 

concentrating all the disadvantages of air traffic on the least number of people 

-         concentrate all traffic into one 6 miles wide corridor just west of Midhurst (ie extending in width roughly from 

Woolbeding to Rogate) to give it almost total separation from Gatwick traffic 

Its supporters (there were few of those last night!) say this will allow all traffic to make a much steadier glide down from 

the coast to the airfield, so they will be higher over us (about 6-7,000 ft) and with their engines at idle – reducing noise, 

pollution and fuel consumption. As they will be much further from Gatwick, and as the controlled airspace will extend to 

lower altitude, there should be less conflict with both Gatwick and private aircraft around here. 

 Its opponents (the great majority last night) say: 

-         while this might reduce air traffic over the area to the East of Midhurst (although Gatwick might then use that!) 

it will increase the air traffic over our area by 5-10 times 

-         while NATS are suggesting most of this will fly over us higher than it does now, they are asking for their 

controlled airspace here to be lowered from 5,000 to 3,500 ft, so we have no guarantee of this 

-         by extending the area over the SDNP that is controlled airspace, they will push “general aviation” (private 

aircraft, gliders, balloons etc) out of these areas, increasing congestion in other areas  

-         this could damage the gliding and private flying clubs in the area, including Goodwood  

-         one critic likened the Farnborough proposal to asking for a whole lane of the M25 to be set aside for corporate 

and fat-cat limos! 

. . . and there were many other objections - too many to list here. 

I felt the effort to publicise the meetings and the consultation appeared to have been half-hearted, and that the slides 

last night did not show (and the presentation team were unable to describe) the exact extent – vertical as well as lateral 

– of the current and proposed controlled airspace areas, so it is very hard to judge the effect on private flying and on 

people on the ground – they said these details were being prepared for the CAA but are not yet ready. Similarly, they 

could not tell me how many flights take place during hours of darkness (the airport is open from 07:00 – 22:00). 

 



 

 

My suggestions:  

In my view, the council could consider responding to the Farnborough consultation by demanding that the consultation 

period should be extended until at least 6 weeks after TAG / NATS provides: 

1. maps / plans showing the exact vertical and lateral extent of the current and proposed areas of controlled 
airspace 

2. proper statistics showing the number of movements that take place in the hours of darkness (and by month) 
3. much more publicity for the consultation in the areas most affected - for the general aviation community as well 

as for residents and other users of the affected areas 
4. much more effort to make the documents, plans etc easy to understand for all groups 

We could also suggest that, if the proposals are going to follow government policy of concentrating - rather than 

dispersing - air traffic, Farnborough should consider routing its traffic closer to the A3, where existing noise and air 

pollution would make it much less noticeable on the ground and would cause much less harm to peaceful, open spaces 

in the SDNP. 

However, I would also suggest: 

1. Writing to the SDNP Authority asking them to arrange a meeting of all parish councils and other groups affected 
by these proposals to coordinate their responses and to suggest some co-ordination of response 

2. Asking the SDNP to lobby against the government’s focus vs dispersal policy for air traffic 
3. Asking the SDNP to lobby for protection against / a ban on all powered flying over the SDNP below 5,000 ft – or at 

least over all open / common areas of the SDNP – as it has for underground exploration 
4. Copying these letters to our MP and pointing out that the South Downs have, for many years, been famous for 

their clean air, peace and dark skies – and that he should fight to protect these! 

  

 


